
Long ago, the creator flooded the 
earth. Man was left to float the 
mbish (water) on a log. All the 
animals of the earth were with him 
on the log, or floating nearby. Man 
looked in all the different directions 
and came up with a plan. With 
no land in sight, someone would 
have to swim to the bottom of the 
ocean and bring a piece of earth 
back up. Each animal in turn tried: 
the mighty shishibe (duck), mang 
(the loon), and even man himself 
but each of them ran out of air 
and had to return to the surface. 
Finally, they heard a little voice say, 
“Let me try.” They looked around 
and realized it was the muskrat. No 
one had much faith in the sheshko 
(muskrat). They all laughed at the 
sheshko but figured since all the other animals had tried and failed, why not? 
The shesko was gone for a while. More and more time passed, they started 
to feel sorry for giving him such a hard time. Finally, some bubbles came to 
the surface and the shesko floated up. Clenched in his hand was a little bit 
of dirt. You see, the muskrat had started down and like the others he began 
running out of breath. He decided to keep going and was able to grab some 
earth before starting back up to the surface, but he ran out of breath before 
he could make it. He passed out and floated to the surface. After reviving him, 
they took some of the dirt and began to ponder, “What animal could both live 
on land and in the water?” The mshike (turtle) said “I can.”, so they put the 
dirt on his back. Then the winds started blowing and all the particles in the air 
started to gather and land on this back. A new land mass was formed. 
This is why the Potawatomi people call North America Mshike Mnise 
(Turtle Island).

FLOOD STORY

Mshike (muh shee kay): Turtle
Sheshko (shesh koe): Muskrat
Mshike Mnise (muh shee kay  
muh nee say): Turtle Island

Shishibe (she she bay): Duck
Mbish (beesh - m is silent): Water 
Mang (mahng): Loon

Ask students to build a model of a scene from the flood story. They can 
use clay, magazine clippings, and other objects to create their model. Ask 
students to label the following words learned in Potawatomi throughout 
their model: 

POTAWATOMI

STUDENT ACTIVITY


